The Wooly Enquirer

24 June 2012

Summer is here! (And I think I missed a few months). Oh well, wooly is back with da pack! And no I am not a teapot. You people really have to learn the difference between a Wisconsinite and those despicable ceramic vessels. Oh yeah, and Jon, stop being loud! Also, announcement: I now got a fb page for the wooly, I’ll probably start sharing some wooly-esque stuff on there. Like it if you dare. www.facebook.com/TheWoolyEnquirer

In Brief

- Nikky P is in da house! Ichihan is moving to Texas!
- Arex-uh! Or should I say Professor Arex-uh! Recently hired by Fiebelkorn University to teach a class on Mabinogi Economics.
- Fiebelkorn University. Learrrrrrrning at your fingertips.
- (Loud snoring coming through 3 walls) #BigCarlosRoadtrip
- It’s Okay, Jeff. Not everyone can own a Limited Edition Pat Pannuto Poster.
- “Idunno, I don’t really get that whole pear thing”
- Ash’s Charizard got hijacked. In other news...
- It’s a bird! It’s a plane! No, it’s Jon!
- *cue Jon theme music, including a 35 minute Electric Tuba solo by President Gibbs
- Larson Mission Update: One fine day, Ben Clone #53 reports depressurization in the Rice Cooker chamber, resulting in a 35 degree rotation of Larson dresser #85. No 800lb Pigs were harmed in the process.
- A Wild Joe was discovered lurking in the shadows with a Blue Apple Pizza. Woodchuck Commando Teams have been dispatched to handle the situation.
- Duncan’s Report from the front: The latest retro games are Mechwarrior 4 and Freespace 2.

Summer Movies

The Curse of Pirate’s Cove
My Little Bucket Backpack
Snakes on a Zeppelin
Desperate House Yaks
Epic Lighter Fluid Time
The Screams of a Thousand Kennys
Great Bears Victories Volume XVII
Real Bryan II: Conquest of Imagination
800lb Pig: America’s Biggest Porker
The People of the Forest
JonQuest IV: Battle for Gibbsinator Palace
Personal Space, a documentary film by Robert Forsyth
Two Farmers, One Herd 2: The Wrath of Bessie

I DON'T ALWAYS GO TO PANDA EXPRESS
BUT WHEN I DO, I TAKE A 45 MINUTE SHOWER BEFOREHAND

Issue 60, 6/24/12
Duncan Hosts a Party
4:50: Tom Leaves
4:59: Jon throws something in the oven
5:00: Party begins, Yi arrives with a pitcher of Miller Lite
5:05: Jeff wins his first game of settlers
5:10 Fiebs faxes over an embarrassing picture of Dyle
5:12 Fiebs laughs
5:20 Bryan & Brian begin a dinner train
5:30 Paul wins the first game of Mario Party. Declares himself 1-and-done for the night.
5:45 Neel Arrives. (Oh Man!)
   (2 hours of Street Fighter later)
7:45 Stephen begins installing Windows Updates, Josh turns on his oven
7:47 Jeff wins another game of settlers
7:50 A Joe w/ Pizza arrives
7:55 Jason declares himself to be “Just a townsperson”
8:00 Duncan pulls out the “Cracker Food”
8:01 Gibbs arrives with a backpack full of Busch Light
8:05 Duncan brings off his old copy of Final Hiking RPG (Oh Man!)
8:10 Tanya still hasn’t arrived
8:12 (Meanwhile at Charlie’s) Nikhil chest-bumps #68
8:15 The HMS Hood sinks the Bismarck
8:16 Guy In Front of Us falls asleep
8:17 Jeff kicks Andrew’s a$$ at Brawl, wining a game of settlers in the process
8:30 Ben knifes a few people; they were trying to steal from the basket of oranges
8:45 Robert declares himself Clue Champion, demands a CheeseSteak hoagie from Jeff
8:55 Dyle goes to McDonald’s

Socially Awkward Jeff

FPS Gibbs
8:57 Gibbs breaks out the bags of wine
9:00 Tanya still on her way
9:01 Carlos falls asleep
9:01 Jeff wins the Carlos Sleeping Game, whatever that is
9:10 Nick crunches some sheep into a city
9:20 Brett arrives with a tied-up Dyle in his trunk
9:25 Jordan runs by in his pajamas
9:30 Nikhil brings over a pirated copy of Rambo v. Ponies
9:31 Gibbs begins cleaving a turkey with a Ganondorf Sword
9:35 Chloe gets loose, flying around until Fiebs defeats her in an “Air Battle”
9:37 Carlos rolls over
9:38 “Hey man, personal space”
9:39 Jeremiah incorrectly guesses “New York”
9:40 Hainen goes to bed
9:41 Matt Nawrocki Arrives
9:42 Hainen finds himself in the car, going to Goth Night
9:59 Everyone agrees to never play Robo-Rally ever again
10:00 Tanya arrives
10:01 Oblivious, Arex begins raging at Kenny and Heggs over vent
2AM Apoorva “accidentally” calls Larson’s parents
3AM Party ends, Jon gets yelled at for being too loud

**Fiebs on the Attack**

**DYLE HAS ALLERGIC REACTION**

**LETS JEFFERSON IN TO "ASSIST"**
La Familia de Carlos

Carlos
You have the wrong number. Please stop contacting me.

Who is this?
Magic Mountain Debrief

&lt;Jon&gt; Okay &lt;/Jon&gt;, so Magic Mountain. We came, we saw the geese, we conquered. X2 ruled the day, or perhaps the night. It wasn’t as terrifying as the squealing foam cooler in the back of the truck. Then there was Tatsu, where you get to go all Dragon Mode on the coaster. (It’s basically like Charizard the Ride, but it’s like Chinese or something). Ninja is like the evolved form of Iron Dragon, although I can tell ya, it’s second lift hill does not compare. We also discovered that Jeff secretly hates Daffy Duck. And Amtrak was actually early (Not like in Half Life)! Mean Streak found a competitor wooden coaster, but the No Entry Pelican was there to stop that Apocalypse nonsense (cue cutscene of a fight beneath the lift hill). That 50-50 Line business was all forgotten during the hike up to Pagoda Peak. Oh, and Jeff owes me a round of go-carts.


That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!

*End-of-File 800lb Pig*